
KYTE

SIMPLEX is proud to present the new Giamiani product! KYTE
A very light backlit kite that hung on the walls or ceilings of indoor environments brings ... joy, atmosphere and light!!!
It is a true 3D Italian-design lamp, capable of illuminating the surroundings by creating wonderful effects of light, color and shapes, giving 
a touch of sophistication to any setting, public or private.
It is installed on the wall like a painting, is indestructible due to its polycarbonate surface and ultra-light metal back, works on low voltage 
(12 volts), has very low power consumption and includes its own power supply.
Kyte is a versatile product. Depending on the graphics chosen, it can also become a marketing tool placed inside business premises with 
a dual function of lamp and sign... a few examples follow to give you an idea.
It is produced in many shapes and sizes that can be considered as individual pieces or as part of a composition... all to meet the many 
needs of our clients...

5 KYTE SET COMPOSED OF Set 5 KYTES: 2 pcs 30x40cm (11x15”) + 2 pcs 30x60cm (11x23”) + 1 pcs 30x80cm (11x31”)
Total consumption: 50 Watt - Total weight: 8,4 Kg (18lb)



1 KYTE SINGLE PIECE - 100xH70cm (39xH27”) - 38 Watt - 7,2 Kg (15 lb)

HORIZONTAL 2 KYTE SET COMPOSED OF 2 KYTES:
100XH30cm (39xH 11”) each 
Total consumption 32 Watt  - Total weight 6 Kg (13 lb)
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Simplex srl since 1962 has solved and implemented thousands of lighting projects, living day by day at 
the forefront of all the evolution of backlighting from fluorescent tubes to cold-cathode neon tubes up to 
the most modern and sophisticated LEDs, working alongside with some of the greatest light designers of 
all times both for design and construction.
Today we have concentrated our know-how in the production and sale of two types of backlit mosaic 
walls for indoor and outdoor use, with no size limitation, perfectly homogeneous light diffusion, extremely 
easy to transport and install through interlocking systems and the use of powerful magnets. All of our 
products have very low power consumption and work on low voltage, and can be used with rechargeable 
batteries if necessary. 

1 KYTE SINGLE PIECE
- 120xH30cm (47xH11”)
-  19 Watt
-  3,5 Kg (77lb)


